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Nanomaterial-incorporated blown bubble films for large-area,
aligned nanostructures
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Developing flexible and scalable methods for controlled assembly of nanomaterials remains a critical
challenge in nanotechnology. In this article, we review the progress in assembly of nanostructures with
a focus on the recently reported method utilizing a bubble expansion process to align one-dimensional
nanostructures embedded in blown bubble films. This approach is general and enables efficient
assembly of a variety of nanomaterials over large areas on both rigid and flexible substrates, with good
control on the orientation and density. The basic blown bubble film process, generality, mechanism,
unique characteristics, and potential applications are discussed.
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Langmuir–Blodgett (LB) technique has been utilized to align
NWs with controlled spacing and recently similar results have
been achieved for single-walled nanotubes (SWNTs).5–8 In the
LB method, surfactant-wrapped NWs/SWNTs are slowly compressed on an aqueous subphase to yield uniaxially-aligned
NWs/NTs. This technique produces parallel NWs/NTs with
controlled spacing down to close-contact, and can be used to
assemble more complex structures such as cross-bars by multiple
layer transfer steps. Functional devices based on such LB films
consisting of NWs or SWNTs have been fabricated,7,8 although
it is unclear whether the centimetre-square arrays of NWs can be
scaled further to larger areas with high efficiency and transferred
to non-rigid surfaces, such as flexible plastics.
Chemical modification of substrate surfaces has also been
widely used to assemble NWs and SWNTs.9–13 In this approach,
chemically-patterned substrates are dipped into a nanomaterialcontaining solution during which NWs or SWNTs adsorb onto
the complementary patterned regions of the substrate. This
method shows promise for assembly of nanostructure arrays at
predetermined locations (determined by the chemical pattern),
orientation, and pattern shape or hierarchy, although larger
size patterns (e.g. on the order of several mm) of SWNTs exhibit
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1. Introduction
Organized one-dimensional nanostructures such as nanowires
and carbon nanotubes can possess unique physical properties
that make them potential key building blocks for the
manufacturing of next-generation high performance electronic,
optoelectronic and electromechanical systems.1–3 Yet, to realize
such applications and to further fundamental studies of these
materials will require development of effective methods for the
assembly of nanowires (NWs) and nanotubes (NTs) with
controlled location, orientation and spacing, hierarchically and
over large areas.
To this end, much effort has been placed on developing
methods of assembly of NWs and/or NTs.4–23 For example, the
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Fig. 1 Blown bubble film (BBF) approach. Nanomaterials (e.g. nanotubes, nanowires, nanobelts, and nanoparticles) are dispersed in a
polymer solution, a volume of solution is expanded as a bubble using
a die, and then BBFs are transferred to substrates, including crystalline
wafers, plastic sheets, curved surfaces, and open frames. The black
straight lines illustrated in the solution and bubble films represent onedimensional nanomaterials such as nanowires or nanotubes.

reduced alignment.10 Additional assembly methods have used
liquid crystalline processing of NT solutions,15 liquid or gas
flow-channels,16,17 external electrical or magnetic fields,18,19
dielectrophoresis,20 and contact printing of a NW directly from
growth wafers,21 to align NWs and NTs. In addition, DNA
has been used in a templating process.22,23 These processes either
result in localized alignment15 or require lithographic patterning
of substrate and applied fields to achieve alignment.18–20 Despite
the many methods reported, it remains an open question whether
they will enable assembly to be scaled from present centimetre
regime to large wafers, which represents a scale important to
many proposed electronic and photonic applications, and even
areas as large as the metre scale, which open up unique opportunities in large-area displays and photovoltaics.

2. The blown bubble film approach
Every year several billion pounds of polymers are processed into
plastic products (e.g. bags, films) by the blown film extrusion
technique.24–26 The commercial process involves continuous
expansion of a polymer melt through a die as a bubble which
is then processed as a continuous film. We have adapted the basic
ideas underlying this commercial film production method to
make thin films containing well-organized nanostructures. This
approach for assembly of large area films of nanomaterial, which
we term the blown bubble film (BBF) approach,27 represents
a very general platform technique for nanotechnology and may
enable many applications. Our basic approach involves the
preparation of a homogeneous solution containing dispersed
nanomaterials, which is analogous to the polymer melt used in

industry, expansion of a bubble from the nanomaterial solution
at a controlled direction and speed, and then transfer of the bubble
to substrates to yield well-defined nanomaterial-incorporated
thin films (Fig. 1).
The BBF approach for assembling nanostructures has several
distinct advantages compared with other methods described
briefly above. First, this approach is general and can be used for
organizing a wide range of nanoscale materials, including electronically and optically active NWs, multi-walled NTs (MWNTs)
and SWNTs,27 and in principle could be used to assemble nanobelts, graphene sheets, nanoparticles, and even heterojunctions
(Fig. 1).28–33 Second, this approach is highly scalable with the
potential to achieve at least metre-scale dimensions based on
results for pure films.24 We have demonstrated bubbles with
diameters over 30 centimetres using epoxy and a 50 mm die,27
and larger bubbles should be possible by further optimizing the
materials and process. Third, this approach yields ordered nanostructures in thin films that are robust as freestanding films, and
that can be transferred to rigid, flexible and curved substrates
The nanomaterial-embedded bubble films can be considered
as thin film nanocomposites. Conventional methods for preparing nanocomposite sheets or films include hot-pressing, solution
casting, and spin-coating.29,34–37 These methods are useful for
small-scale sample testing, but are difficult to extend to large
area films or continuous processing. In addition, the composites
made by these methods typically contain randomly oriented
nanomaterials, although alignment of nanostructures is critical
to the development of many applications in electronics and
photonics. In contrast, the blown bubble films reviewed in this
article, which represent the first example of this technique being
applied to nanocomposites, contain assembled nanostructures
with uniform orientation and controlled density.
2.1 Nanomaterial solutions and bubble expansion
A homogeneous solution consisting of a specific nanomaterial
uniformly dispersed in epoxy resin was prepared by functionalization of the nanomaterial surface and then mixing with epoxy.
For example, purified SWNTs (Carbon Solutions, Inc.) were
functionalized with octadecylamine (ODA),38 and then a known
mass of the ODA–SWNTs dispersed in tetrahydrofuran (THF)
was transferred to a known mass of epoxy resin (Fig. 2a), and
then mixed until homogeneous. The mixture was stirred to
achieve a uniform solution, and hardener was added, and the
mixture was capped and allowed to cure (i.e., polymerize) until
the viscosity increased to a range, 15–25 Pa s, suitable for

Fig. 2 Bubble solution preparation. (a) Mixing of NTs dispersed in THF with epoxy to make a uniform solution. (b) Different concentration SiNW–
epoxy solutions: From left to right are 0.01, 0.03, 0.15 wt%, respectively. (c) Viscosity versus curing time for an epoxy solution, where the range suitable
for bubble expansion is highlighted (hatched area).
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region of the elongated bubble during the transfer process.
Samples transferred from top or bottom regions of the bubble,
will yield varying alignment direction across the substrate surface.
Typically, bubbles were expanded upwards at a speed of about 15
cm min1 until the outer surface of the bubble conformally coated
silicon wafers (Fig. 3d) or other substrates. Bubbles with
diameters of >30 centimetres have been blown from about 0.5 g
nanostructure–epoxy solution and transferred conformally to
150 mm wafers. The wafers with BBF coatings were characterized
by optical and electron microscopy to determine the distribution
and orientation of nanomaterials.

producing stable bubbles. A similar method was used to prepare
homogeneous SiNW–epoxy solutions except that 5,6-epoxyhexyltriethoxysilane was used to functionalize the surface of
the SiNWs (Fig. 2b). A homogeneous solution, which can be
aided by appropriate nanostructure surface functionalization,
is important for uniform distribution of nanomaterials in the
resulting bubble films.
The viscosity, which is determined by epoxy curing time, is
a key parameter that determines the best stage for blowing
bubbles. The desired viscosity range for blowing large bubbles is
15 to 25 Pa s (Fig. 2c). Bubbles break easily when blowing at higher
viscosity and only small bead-like bubbles could be blown at lower
viscosity. Addition of THF to the nanostructure–epoxy solution is
important for two reasons. First, the solvent helps disperse
nanomaterials, and second, it prolongs the cross-linking process.
The latter is important for achieving stable viscosity for bubble
expansion, and in the absence of THF we were unable to produce
bubbles by this overall approach.
Controlled bubble initiation, expansion, and transfer were
done using a 50 mm diameter circular die with a gas inlet at the
bottom and outlet at the top surface (Fig. 3a). The nanomaterial–
epoxy solution was deposited on the die surface and blown into
a bubble by flowing gas at a pressure of 150 to 200 kPa
(Fig. 3b–d). The upward bubble expansion was stabilized and
controlled by a motor-driven ring. Bubbles were expanded in an
elongated spherical shape (along the vertical axis), and sample
substrates, such as silicon wafers, were fixed close to the central

SiNW-BBFs were transferred to 150 mm diameter wafers to
characterize the distribution and orientation of the NWs within
the film. Representative dark-field optical images recorded from
widely separated regions on a transferred BBF (Fig. 4a) show
that the SiNWs have similar orientation and good alignment
along the expansion direction of the bubble. The angular spread
of the SiNWs is less than 10 over the entire 6 inch diameter
substrate. In addition, excellent orientational alignment of the
SiNWs within the BBFs over large areas is a general characteristic observed for all of the stable SiNW–epoxy solutions we have
studied, with concentrations from 0.01 to 0.22 wt%.
We have characterized the density and separation of the
aligned NWs in transferred films as a function of wt% solution

Fig. 3 Bubble expansion process. (a) Illustration of the apparatus
including a 50 mm circular die with epoxy solution deposited on the
top surface, and bubble expansion in gas flow directed upward using
a ring connected to a motor. Wafers are fixed near the bubble for BBF
transfer. (b), (c), (d) Snapshots of the initial, middle, and final stages of
bubble expansion and coating of BBF on two 150 mm wafers.

Fig. 4 Characterization of nanomaterial alignment and density. (a)
Optical image of a 0.10 wt% SiNW-BBF on 150 mm Si wafer. Insets,
dark-field (DF) optical images showing aligned SiNWs at different
locations. Scale bar: 10 mm. (b) The NW spacing and density versus NW
loading plot. Insets, two DF optical images taken from 0.03 and 0.15 wt%
SiNW-BBFs. Scale bars: 20 mm (left), 10 mm (right). Adapted from Ref. 27.
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2.2 Control of nanomaterial alignment and density
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used for bubble expansion, summarized in the plot (Fig. 4b). The
transferred SiNW-BBFs show a clear decrease in NW separation
and increase in density as the starting SiNW concentration
increases from 0.01 to 0.22 wt%. We find that the NW separation
can be systematically varied over an order of magnitude from 50
to 3.0 mm as concentration increases from 0.01 to 0.22 wt%,
respectively; correspondingly NW density increases from 4.0 
104 to 4.0  106 cm2. Compared with submicron spacing achieved
by the LB technique, the NW spacing produced by the BBF
approach is relatively modest, but it is still useful for applications
such as nanoelectronic sensor arrays.39 The spacing (density)
versus wt% curves show some saturation at the higher SiNW
concentrations. This tendency towards saturation is believed to
be in part attributed to NW aggregation observed at higher
concentrations. Further optimizing of the surface chemistry for
the preparation of uniform higher wt% solutions would allow us
to test the separation limits achievable with this approach and
also to extend to different polymer systems besides epoxy, which
offers great flexibility and compatibility with polymer industry.
2.3 Mechanism for alignment and drift of nanomaterials
The alignment of nanomaterials in bubble films has been attributed to the shear stress present in the epoxy fluid during the
bubble expansion process,40 particularly when the solution
passes over the edge of the die (Fig. 5a). The shear strain rate
at this point can be estimated by g ¼ Ufluid/d z 5 s1, where Ufluid
is the flow velocity close to the top surface of the fluid (15 cm
min1) and d is the fluid depth at the edge (0.5 mm). The
corresponding shear stress is t ¼ gm z 125 Pa given a viscosity
(m) of 25 Pa s, which is responsible for aligning nanomaterials
along the flow direction. The Peclet number (Pe) for the nanomaterial–epoxy system can be estimated by Pe ¼ L3gm/kT ¼
103–106, where L is the NW/NT length (2–50 mm), and kT is
the thermal energy.41 The large value of Pe ([1) indicates

Fig. 5 Alignment of nanomaterials in BBFs. (a) Illustration of the
bubble solution passing over the edge of the die at a speed of Ufluid during
the expansion process. (b) Illustration of the migration of nanomaterials
in the bubble film toward the outer wall of the bubble. (c) Cross-sectional
SEM image of a SiNW-BBF showing three aligned NWs sitting close to
the bottom of the film. Scale bar: 500 nm. (d) Cross-sectional TEM image
showing that most of the NWs are located at the bottom of the film, thus
near the substrate. Scale bar: 100 nm.
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that the motion of nanomaterials during bubble expansion is
dominated by hydrodynamic flow rather than diffusion.
Another unique feature of BBFs is that the nanomaterials are
located in approximately a single layer close to the outer surface
of the bubble (Fig. 5b), as shown by the cross-sectional images of
the scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) images (Fig. 5c,d). Since the initial
solution contains uniformly dispersed nanomaterials, these
results imply that the nanomaterials migrate to the outer bubble
surface during expansion, as illustrated in Fig. 5b. The migration
of nanomaterials has been attributed to the pressure gradient
through the bubble film (the expansion pressure is 150 kPa),
and yields a driving force described by the Faxen Laws.42 Specifically, the drift velocity of nanomaterials (UNM  Ufluid) in fluid
epoxy can be calculated as UNM  Ufluid ¼ c2V2Ufluid/6 ¼ (c2/
6m)(vp/vr), where U is the velocity along the normal direction
(subscripts denote nanomaterials or fluid), c is the nanomaterial
radius (10 to 20 nm), m is viscosity (15–25 Pa s) and vp/vr is the
pressure gradient along the normal to the interface. Based on
a pressure difference of 50 kPa at the inner and outer wall of
the bubble, and a bubble thickness of 200–500 nm, this model
predicts that the nanomaterials embedded will drift at a velocity
on the order of 100 nm s1. Given that bubble expansion
typically lasts for several seconds, the nanomaterials have
sufficient time to move to the outer surface of the bubble film
as observed experimentally.
2.4 BBFs containing different nanomaterials and polymers
BBFs containing other nanomaterials have been produced,
including SWNTs (Fig. 6a), MWNTs (Fig. 6b), fluorescent
cadmium sulfide (CdS) NWs (Fig. 6c), and nanoparticles. High
aspect-ratio nanostructures (e.g. NWs and NTs) assembled in
BBFs all exhibit a uniform distribution and a high degree of
alignment, despite differences in material composition, diameter,
length, and morphology. SWNT-BBFs were made by first functionalizing SWNTs with ODA, and then blowing bubbles from
a SWNT-loaded epoxy solution. SEM examination shows that
functionalized SWNT bundles have a diameter of 5 to 15 nm
and length of 1 to 2 mm. Even with this short length, SWNTs
are still highly aligned over large areas at an average separation
of 1.5 mm and a density of about 5  107 cm2 (Fig. 6a). Effective
functionalization to achieve high solubility (>2 mg mL1) of
SWNTs in THF was a key factor to prevent aggregation in these
studies. A decrease in spacing and increase in density was also
observed for the SWNT-BBFs as the SWNT solution concentration was increased.
MWNT-BBFs were made by a similar process as for SWNTs,
and show good NT alignment as well (Fig. 6b). The MWNTs
with length of >50 mm were initially curled in the bubble solution
(inset, Fig. 6b), but became straight after bubble expansion. The
straightening of MWNTs suggests that a strong shear force
during bubble expansion may straighten the MWNTs. The
uniformly spaced MWNTs and SWNTs in BBFs are distinct
from many reported structures such as macroscopic mats and
sheets containing random and entangled nanotubes,43–45 and
such uniform separation of NTs and other nanomaterials
embedded in BBFs is desirable for making contacts and nanodevices based on individual nanostructures.
J. Mater. Chem., 2008, 18, 728–734 | 731

Fig. 6 BBFs containing different nanomaterials. (a) DF optical image
of aligned SWNTs in a SWNT-BBF. Scale bar: 10 mm, and 2 mm (inset).
(b) DF optical image taken from a MWNT-BBF showing aligned
MWNTs. Scale bar: 20 mm. Inset, DF optical image showing curled
MWNTs in solution before bubble expansion. Scale bar: 20 mm. (c)
Confocal microscopy image of fluorescent CdS NWs embedded in
a BBF. Scale bar: 50 mm, and 10 mm (inset). Adapted from Ref. 27.

Furthermore, confocal optical microscopy images of CdS NWBBFs show that the CdS NWs were also uniformly distributed
within the films.27 As a last example, we have made nanoparticle-BBFs using 40 nm diameter SiC nanoparticles. Optical
imaging shows individual or small aggregations of SiC nanoparticles at a distance of hundreds of nanometers to a few micrometers
at an initial solution concentration of 0.1–0.6 wt%. Preliminary
results suggest that the nanoparticles are uniformly distributed
in BBFs and do not form more ordered structures such as onedimensional chains (of nanoparticles). Bubbles with a size of
>10 inches could be easily blown from high concentration nanoparticle solutions (e.g. >0.6 wt%), and BBFs containing uniformly
distributed, high density individual nanoparticles are possible by
appropriate functionalization to ensure homogeneous dispersion
in the epoxy matrix. Taken together these results demonstrate
a great materials diversity possible for nanomaterial-BBFs.
In addition, the blown bubble method can be extended to
other polymer systems (versus epoxy). For example, poly(methyl
methacrylate) (PMMA), a photoresist material for UV photolithography and electron-beam lithography, has been employed
to make bubbles embedded with SiNWs or MWNTs, and these
BBFs have been directly processed by photolithography to
pattern nanoelectronic devices.46
2.5 BBF transfer and scale up
Another unique key feature of the BBF approach is that BBFs
with aligned nanostructures can be transferred to a broad range
732 | J. Mater. Chem., 2008, 18, 728–734

Fig. 7 BBFs transferred to different surfaces and very large substrates.
The transferred surfaces include: (a) thin plastic sheet, (b) a half cylinder
surface, (c) a curved watch glass, and (d) an open frame. (e) Optical
image of a SWNT-BBF transferred to a 200 mm wafer with aligned
SWNTs shown in insets. Scale bar: 2 mm. (f) Optical image of a SiNWBBF transferred to a rectangular 9 inch  12 inch flexible plastic sheet.
Inset, histogram of angular distribution of NWs from different locations
of the film. Adapted from Ref. 27.

of substrates with virtually any material composition or
shape. For example, SiNW- and SWNT-BBFs were transferred
directly to thin plastic sheets, a half-cylinder, a watch glass, and
suspended across open frames as free-standing films (Fig. 7a–d),
thus demonstrating much greater flexibility of this approach
over other assembly approaches reported previously.
Our BBF approach also has the potential to be scaled to very
large area structures, in analogy to large plastic films manufactured in industry.24–26 As an initial demonstration of this point,
we have successfully transferred SWNT-BBFs to 200 mm wafers
(Fig. 7e), where the embedded SWNTs are uniformly aligned
across the wafer surface, and transferred a SiNW-BBF to a rectangular 9 inch  12 inch flexible plastic sheet (Fig. 7f) with good
control of SiNW alignment and density across the entire flexible
sheet. Both of these examples are the largest demonstrations to
date for aligned NWs and NTs.
2.6 Application of BBFs: SiNW FET arrays
To demonstrate the potentially broad application of these
nanomaterial-BBFs in electronics, large arrays of independently
addressable NW FETs were fabricated using SiNW-BBFs transferred to 3 inch diameter flexible plastic substrates. This straightforward transfer of aligned SiNW-BBFs to large substrates
makes this process considerably more efficient than previously
reported fluid-directed16 and Langmuir–Blodgett6 assembly
methods.
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2008

Fig. 8 SiNW transistor arrays fabricated on flexible plastics. (a) DF optical image of a top-gated multi-NW transistor device. Scale bar: 50 mm. Inset,
photograph of a plastic substrate containing 3  3 NW FETs device arrays with each array containing 400 devices. (b) Typical Ids–Vds curves of a multiNW FET. (Vg 3 V to 3 V, from top to bottom). (c) Typical Ids–Vg characteristics with Vds at 1 V. Inset, histogram of Ion showing uniform device
characteristics. (d) Histogram of Vt from analysis of over 60 randomly chosen devices in the array. Adapted from Ref. 27.

Fig. 8a shows the device structure of top-gated multi-NW
transistors. Representative output characteristics (Fig. 8b)
show that the drain-source current (Ids) first increases then
saturates with increasingly negative drain voltage (Vds) and
that Ids increases as the gate-voltage (Vg) decreases from 3 to
3 V; that is, characteristic of a p-type depletion mode FET.
The Ids–Vg transfer curve (Fig. 8c) yields the peak transconductance gm of 6 mS, on current Ion of 16 mA, on/off ratio >105, and
threshold voltage Vt of 0.55 V. These key device characteristics
compare well with multi-NW FETs prepared by the LB technique.7 More importantly, histograms of the Vt and Ion
(Fig. 8d; inset, Fig. 8c) demonstrate that these key FET properties are well-constrained and reproducible.

3. Conclusions and outlook
The BBF approach for assembling nanomaterials has been
reviewed, and key features such as generality, alignment and
density control, large area, and conformal transfer to various
substrates have been outlined. Nanomaterial-BBFs with distinct
nanomaterial properties, including metallic conduction, semiconductor properties, and optical emission, can serve as a powerful platform for manufacturing electrically and/or optically
active films enabling many applications. Nanomaterial-BBFs
prepared using other types of polymers that enable direct processing by photolithography and/or electron-beam lithography,
such as PMMA, can facilitate device fabrication steps compared
to the original epoxy polymer system. While there are scientific
and engineering issues that should be tackled in the future,
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2008

including (i) optimization of density, (ii) extension to other polymer systems, and (iii) a fundamental understanding of forces and
dynamics during bubble expansion, we remain very optimistic
about the potential of this approach for opening up applications
and new scientific directions. For example, nanostructure-BBFs
could be fabricated as reinforced nanocomposite films/coatings
which have visible/infrared absorption and fluorescence,47 NW/
NT-BBFs could yield flexible nanoelectronic systems integrating
high-performance FETs and chemical/biological sensors for
environmental and medical applications,39,48 and NW/NT-BBFs
might lead to ultra-large area high-density, flat panel displays.49
Moreover, by layering multiple nanostructure-BBFs or folding/
scrolling nanomaterials-BBFs, more complex three-dimensional
structures such as crossbars and hierarchically arranged nanoscale
building blocks21,50 might be fabricated to enable completely new
types of electronic/photonic systems in the future.
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